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1. REPOET OF THE DШЕСТОЕ-GENEEAL ON THE USE OF STUDY GROUPS AND EXPERT 
ССШГГТЕЕБ: Item 2.lU of the Agenda (Official Becords No�6l > page 66, 
section 21,5: Documents ЕВ17Д2 and Add.l and Add.l Corr.l, EB17/68 
and Corr，l) (continued) . ,* I 
Dr JAFAE thanked the Director-General for the account he had given at the 

previous meeting of past discussions and decisions regarding the use of expert, committee 

He believed himself that the expert committeesf reports were useful to those responsible 

for drawing up national health programmes, and he vould like to ask what benefit WHO 

had derived from them. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL replied that in actual practice those reports had been of 

great use to WHO when deciding its policy and drawing up its programmes; but he should 

perhaps make it clear that WHO had no legal obligation to use them for that purpose. 

Dr JAFAE wished to put forward a suggestion he had made on a previous occasion: 

that one of the members of each expert committee should be a public health administrate)] 

Specialists in a narrow medical field were apt to forget general public health 

requirements and to think that their own field was the only one which matterede 

Governments could not possibly afford to put into practice all the recommendations made 

by experts in each medical field. The public health administrator would serve to 

remind expert committees of the requirements in other branches of public health, and 

of the fact that WHO was committed to developing a balanced public health programme. 

He vould like to hear other membersr views on the subject, and he hoped that the 

Director-General vould bear his suggestion in mind. 



Dr SIRI wholeheartedly supported Dr Jafar1 s suggestion. All health problems 

were connected, and there was a danger of expert committees1 making unilateral 

recommendations which would not be in accordance with general public-health 

requirements. In drafting their reports^ the expert committees should take 

the general requirements of the Organization into account• 

Dr RODRIGUEZ said that, as a member of one of the WHO panels, he heartily 

agreed with the suggestion made by Dr Jafar, because it was a fact that many of 

the technical bodies established by WHO were composed almost entirely of 

specialists in narrow fields who were not conversant with general public-health 

requirements « The deliberations of the panel on which he had served would 

undoubtedly have been more valuable if a public-health administrator had been 

present in the latter part of the session when the panel was drafting its 

conclusions； however, his help would scarcely have been needed during the first 

part of the session. 

He would welcome information as to who initiated action, after an expert 

committee had held one session, for convening subsequent sessions: what was the 

procedure then followed? who fixed the dates of the second and subsequent 

sessions of expert committees? and what were the criteria for deciding whether 

such sessions should be held? 

Dr AHWAR said he merely wished to elaborate what had been said by previous 

speakers. As a public-health administrator, responsible for drawing up general 

public-health plans; he might wish to obtain guidance for drawing up those plans 



from the reports of the expert committees ； but in studying those report s, he found 

that they appeared to have been written for the benefit of technicians concerned 

with the narrow fields studied by the experts, and that they contained no 

suggestions regarding the integration of the measures they recommended into the 

general health programmey or their co-ordination with measures taken in other 

fields. While supporting Dr Jafar!s suggestion， he emphasized that he thought 

it should be left to the Director-General to put the suggestion into practice in 

whatever way he thought best. 

Dr BRADY said that he did not entirely share the fears which had just been 

expressed* The presence of a public-health administrator would be of little 

use for example to the Expert Committee on Insecticides when it discussed 

spraying equipment; the Expert Committee on Drugs Liablè to Produce Addiction^ 

or the Expert Committee on Biological Standardization. It should not be 

forgotten that the Executive Board and the World Health Assembly had opportunity 

to study the reports of the expert committees and decide which of the 

recommendations they would take into account. Although he agreed that the 

presence of a public-health administrator might be useful to some expert 

committees, he was opposed to the Board laying down that there should be a 

public-health administrator on every one, 

Dr MONTALVAN CORNEJO thought that the reports of the expert committees showed 

that they had co-operated in helping to carry out WHO，s general programme； their 

work was most important> since the promotion of health services throughout the 



vorld vas one of WHO'S most important functions, and the reports gave valuable 

guidance to government health services. 

Expert committees had been criticized because they specialized； but the 

results of such specialization were very useful to the public-health administrators 

responsible for drawing up general health plans，one of whose functions it vas 

to adapt the recommendations of specialists to the general health needs of their 

country. He therefore understood the point of view expressed by Dr Brady. 

Recommendations concerning the integration of the expert committees » 

recommendations in general health programmes would be useful, and in some cases 

it might he wise to arrange for a public-health administrator to on an 

expert committee； but the Executive Board should not make a rule that there 

must be a public-health administrator on every expert committee• 

Dr JAFAR^ referring to Dr Brady's remarks concerning the Expert Committee 

on Insecticides^ said that that very committee had spent considerable time discussing 

the design of a pump - vtdái it might not have done had one of its members been a 

public-health man. 

Professor JETTMAR said that he did not think it would matter if the 

recommendations of the expert committees did not exactly correspond to conditions 

in every country； as a .previous speaker had said, it was one of the functions 

of the public-health administrator to decide which of thç recommendations made 

by experts should be put into practice. But he did see a danger in laying 

down that public-health administrators should always participate in the work of 



the expert committees; that might' result in the reports becoming less valuable^ and 

he was opposed to such a step, 

Dr VARGAS-MENDEZ said that one point had not yet been mentioned: the reports 

of expert committees x̂fere useful to national public-health officials, since they 

provided them with information about recent developments which tbey could not other-

wise obtain unless they made special inquiries, which it was often difficult for them 

to do. 

The committeesJ reports also served, in some cases, to guide public-health officials 

in the choice of the different products, insecticides, offered by commercial firms, 

and by enabling them to make a wise choice-̂  helped to ensure that available funds were 

put to the best use» 

He agreed with Dr Brady that although the presence of a public-health administrator 

would in some cases be useful to an expert committee, it was not always necessary. 

Naturally it was the task of the public-health official to select for adoption only 

those of the rc-c ominen dations made by expert committees which were suited to his 

country; if public-health officials realized, as he believed all members of the 

Board did，that that was one of their most important functions, there would be 

no danger in the expert committeesJ continuing to make recoirrniendations which 

were applicable in some countries, but not in others# 



Dr SIRI said he would first like to make it clear that he had great respect for 

the way in vhicli the Secretariat of WHO carried out its valuable work; he did not wish 

to throw any doubts on the effectiveness of its work. Having said that, he would like 

to stress the need that the technical work of WHO should correspond to the Organization's 

general policy. 

Each member of the Board came from a different country, some from countries where 

health services had reached a high stage of development, others from countries where 

health problems vere more pressing and complicated. The former group had spoken on 

the assumption that the public-health officials concerned were conversant with the 

problems to vhich the expert committees1 reports related* But in a great many countries 

public-health services were not directed by people with expert technical knowledge. 

That was vhy he wished to support the suggestion made by Dr Jafar. While not laying 

down a definite rule^ the Board could perhaps express the hope that the experts on the 

committees would be in contact with those who knew to what use their reports vould be 

put, particularly in the countries which had most need of such reports. 

Dr SUAREZ said there appeared to Ъе some contradiction between the views expressed 

at the present meeting and the statements made at the preceding meeting to the effect 

that the expert committees alone vere responsible for their reports• 

The attempt to introduce the public-health point of view into those committees 

might in fact detract from their usefulness. Perhaps5as a compromise, the reports 

could be studied by a committee of the Executive Board and its comments added 

without attempting to amend the text of the reports themselves. 



Professor PESOKEN said that, bearing in mind regional differences in public-

health practice, if one public-health administrator -were added to the expert 

committee, there should rightly be publie-health administrators from different parts 

of the world. The Board might leave it to the Director-General to decide in 

each case whether one or more public-health administrators should be asked to 

serve on an expert committee� 

Dr ЬЕ EOÜX said that although he had not agreed with some of the recommendations 

made Ъу the expert committees, he had found their reports very useful. During 

the current discussion no one had found any great fault in those reports; they 

were very good, and he hoped they would continue to be published and that the 

Director-General vould continue to have the right to constitute the expert 

committees as he thought best. 

Dr JAFAE vas surprised at the statement vhich had been niade to the effect 

that，if his suggestion were put into practice, the reports of the expert 

committees might become less valuable. He had envisaged that any public-

health adminiirbrator participating in the expert committee1 s vork would have 

technical knowledge of the subjects being studied. Most pub lie-health 

administrators had medical qualifications^ and many had laboratory experience. 

He believed that there vas no public-health administrator, deserving the name. 



in any country vho did not have to deal with experts with highly specialized 

knowledge in a particular field. Those experts often argued that there was 

only one course which could be followed, but when the publie-health administrator 

pointed out that it was not feasible to follow that course, they would moderate 

their demands to the circumstances. In the same way a public-health administrator 

serving on an expert committee, as he had suggested, would be able to prevent 

the committee from recoimnending measures which were impracticable and so help 

to iron out difficulties on vhich the public-health administrator using the 

report might otherwise have to consult an expert at a later stage. 

Professor PARISOT said that Dr Jafar had raised a very interesting 

question, but he fully understood that there might be different opinions on 

the subject. He himself thought that the expert committees served two 

important purposes. Firstly, they provided the technicians concerned with 

health in each country with information they needed for their work. Of 

course, since the stage of development reached varied from country to country, 

the national publie-health administrators vmild select for implementation 

those recommendations which corresponded to the needs of their country. 

Secondly, the expert committèes vere useful in framing WHO's general policy. 

They helped to fill in gaps vhere technical measures vere needed in the 

interests of health throughout the world. Therefore, the Director-General 



should choose experts including possibly public-health administrators to serve 

on the expert committees as he thought fit. The work of those committees 

should not，of course.，conflict with the general policy of thé Organization. 

But it seemed to him that the person who was most competent to prevent an expert 

committee forgetting WHOr s general policy vas the Dire с tor-General or his 

representative on the committee，who explained to the committee vhy it had been 

convened and the general direction its deliberations should take. The expert 

committees were such that they could furnish all that was required of them, 

with, if necessary，the addition on occasion of a public-health officer д or 

the guidance of the Director-General1 s representative. 

Dr EODBIGUHZ thought that the publie-health administrator need not 

always be a meiober of the expert committee; sometimes it would be sufficient 

if he attended as an adviser. 

Dr AZUMA thought that expert committees should be permitted to discuss 

their specialized subjects vithout being expected to consider general public-

health requirements. The question under discussion could be settled by 

the Director-General and his staff, particularly by means of preparing a 

suitable agenda and documentation for each expert committee. 



Dr da SILVA TRAVASSOS agreed with Dr Brady. The presence of a public-health 

a dmi ni s t ra t or might be useful in some expert committees. As Dr Monta Ivan Cornejo and 

Dr Varga s-Méndez had pointed, out, it was the national health administrators who should 

make the greatest use of the expert committees1 recommendations. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said be was grateful to the members of the Board for the 

comments they had made on the membership of expert committees. He always welcomed 

such comments； without the guidance they gave him his task would be well-nigh 

impossible. He did not think that there was any problem； for he assumed that all 

members of the Board agreed that while sometimes one or more members of an expert 

committee should be a public-health administrator, there were occasions on which the 

presence of a public-health administrator was- not needed. Moreover, the reports of 

the' expert committees showed that in some cases public-health administrators had 

served on them: one of the members on the Expert Committee on Trachoma, for example9 

had been a public-health administrator. He acted on the belief that the type of 

expert needed on an expert committee depended on the nature of the work which the 

committee was expected to do. Of course, there was also the problem of how many 

experts should be asked to serve on the committee； he had to consider that 

problem every time an expert committee was set up, bearing in mind the need for 

adequate geographical distribution in its membership； as outlined in the 

Introduction to the Regulations for Expert Advisory Panels arid Committees. 



In reply to the questions asked by Dr Rodriguez, he explained that WHO had 

laid down regulations for expert advisory panels and committees, which were set out 

in the Handbook of Basic Documents. The Secretariat initiated the measures 

necessary for the holding of another session of an expert committee: but it was 

the World Health Assembly which took the final decision as to whether there should 

be another such session; it did so vhen it approved the Director-General1 s proposed 

programme and budget estimates. 

It was laid down in the Regulations for Expert Advisory Panels and Committees 

that he or his representative should "prepare the draft agenda for each session and 

transmit it in reasonable time to the members of the committee，to the members of 

the Executive Board and to Members of tde Organization11 (Regulation 8.1); that he 

should select and appoint the members of the expert committees (Regulation 1)； 

and that he was ex officio secretary of all those committees，although he might 

delegate those functions (Regulation 7*l). 

The CHAIRMAN, noting that no formal proposal had been made regarding the 

matter, and that an account of the discussion would appear in the sumniary record； 

inquired whether Dr Jafar would be content if the Board took no decision on the 

suggestion he had made. 

1 See p. 101 
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Dr JAFAR replied in the affirmative, saying that he had never intended to 

mako a formal proposal regarding the matter. 

The С Ж 1 Ш Ш suggested th'àt the Board go on to discuss the use of study groups 

and expert committees. 

Dr SUTTER, Assistant Director-General, Department of Advisory Services, said 

that the documents relating to the question of study groups were: EB17/42, EB17/42 Add.l, 

EB17/42 Add.l Corr.l, EB17/68 and EB17/68 Corr.l. 

Document EB17/42 had been submitted in compliance with the request the Board 

had made at its fifteenth session that the Director-General submit a full report 

on the use of study groups for consideration at the Board4s seventeenth session. 

In sections X.l and 1.2 of that document were given the definitions of expert 

committees and study groups put forward at the Board's fifteenth session. In 

section 3 there was a short account of the nature of the twenty-three study groups 

Which it had been agreed to set up； Annex I to the document gave a chronological 

list of those study çroups, îhey had not worked in isolation, but had helped to 

carry out part of WHO^s general programme. Section 4 contained information regarding 

the publication of the study groups' reports• 

Professor PARISOT said that it was natural for the question of expert 

committees and study groups to be discussed repeatedly by the Board since the 
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Director-General would naturally wish to have guidance in establishing a rational 

policy. The purpose of his own communication (document EB17/68) was to indicate 

what the general lines of that policy should be. The paper contained the elements 

of a draft resolution which he could undertake to prepare for the consideration 

of the Board. 

Dr BRADY said that/ although he had carefully studied the Director-General1 s 

report on the use of study groups and expert committees, he was still not entirely 

clear on the difference between them. It was stated on page 3 of 'documerît EB17/^2 

that the vahóle process of convening expert committees and submitting their 

reports to the Board gave them an authoritative character； but judging from their 
氣— . • 

reports he thought that that was equally true of study groups. Moreover, the 

findings of both were published in the same series. He was certain that the 

medical profession was unaware of any difference in status between the two. 

He welcomed Professor Parisot's excellent paper and believed that he should 

be requested to prepare a draft resolution and, in doing so, to consider whether 
p 

any of the regulations governing expert committees should also apply to study-

groups. 

Dr ANWAR asked why in certain exceptional cases reports of expert committees 

were not published. 



Dr ROIK favoured a draft resolution or the lines of the suggestions put 

forward by Professor Parisot!s paper. But in :.t the value of study groups to 

consider urgent problems should be brought out more explicitly. Proof of their 

value had been given the previous year when the Director-General had convened 

the Study Group on Poliomyelitis Vaccination. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAt, replying to Dr Anwar, said that the reports of the 

Expert Committee on the International Pharmacopoeia were not always published 

because the material was reproduced in the Pharmacopoea Internationales• 

With regard to publication policy in general, he said thât by virtue of the 

provisions in paragraphs 1 and 2 of the Board1 s resolution EB9.R7斗，the expert 

committee might in certain cases issue a report for publication only after two 

or more sessions. 

burning to Professor Parisot1 s paper he thought it provided useful guidance, but 

was disturbed that Dr Brady should still be uncertain about the difference between 

study groups and expert committees. Dr Le Roux had mentioned a particularly 

striking example of a case where a study group,which was less formal in character, 

could be extremely useful. Indeed, the doubts expressed by some members of the Board 

rather worried him, as study groups had been used since 19^8 and a very considerable 

experience of tbeir operation had been gained; he was therefore anxious to 



ascertain precisely the Board's doubts and views on the question. As Director-General 

he would be greatly handicapped if he were to be precluded from convening study 

groups» It vías his responsibility to ensure that they in no way harmed the work 

of the Organization. 

Regarding the financial aspect^ he said that tbere was little flexibility in the 

appropriation for expert committees, although it was true that he could always ask 

the authorization of the Executive Board for a transfer. Perhaps the Board might 

wish to consider transposing the appropriations for expert committees to the 

chapter for Central Technical Services or Advisory Services as appropriate. He 

would then not have any financial difficulties in the event of having to convene study 

groups at short notice. 

Dr BRADY said that for him- the question was whether the Director-General should 

convene bodies similar to expert committees but not subject to regulations approved 

by the Health Assembly. He appreciated the force of the Director-General1 s 

insistence upon the need for flexibility, but maintained that Professor Parisot, in 

drafting a resolution, should see whether any of those regulations in fact applied 

to study groups. The proposed draft resolution might then serve to elucidate the 

precise functions of study groups• 

Professor PARISOT undertook to prepare a draft resolution in which he would 

seek to take into account the views expressed by members of the Board. He hoped 

to be able to count on the assistance of the Secretariat in examining whether any of 

the regulations governing expert cojnmittees applied to study groups. 
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In order th二t the Director-Qoneral should not be forcod to soek tho Board's 

approval each time he wished to conveno a stwdj [roup, he Trould not insist on his 
• ！ 

suggestion concerning the relevant cippropricitionf (5ection 6 of his paper) • 

Taking up some of the questions raised in soction 7 of his paper ho asked 
I .. i -rhother it miflrt not have been preicrablo to have convoncd tuo sessions of an 

e^zpart cororoittoc on bilharziasis^ to bo followed by a study group on malacological 

questions-, IIo agreed that it was logical for trachoma, cholera^ plague and typhus 

to have been first dealt т/ith in joint 01НРДШ0 study groups and then to be referred 

to e:qpert committees» Similarly, it uas appropriate to have convened Study Groups 
• i 

on Dnderaic Goitre} Leptospirosis and filariasis becausc of the uncertainty existing 

in those fields* ïho s nine was true of the Study Group on Poliomyelitis Vaccination^ 

On the other hand ho xias unable to see x/hy it had been found necGssaiy to convcnc 

four raootin̂ s of a Study Group on the Psychobiological Development of the Child, the 

results of whose deliberations hnd not bean submittod to the Board for consideration». 
• 

Hor had the I3oard bo en informed of futuro projects on that subjoct* Hg agreed, 

however, th�.t for the time being it xias prcfer-iblc for the toxicology of pesticides 

to loan to bo ercaninod by a study groupy since the si:.bjoct had both economic and 
cornraorcial implications 
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înell：7-, he asked wiay the training of moclical practioncrs "in preventive 

raodicino and intornatj.onal protection a��ainst malaria should have be on rofcrred to 

study groups, "which by definition were supposed to deal ixith highly specialized 

subjects, sine о both questions were of vast scope and could nore appropriately be 

discussed by an e:cpert committee, 

1Ъе mrCGïOPv-GJlUJi，thanking Professor Parisot for his valuable conineñts, 

explained th�vb the problem of billiarziasis had first been exsuained in a joint 01:1?/ 

Ш 0 study group, which had raet at Cairo in 1949# An ê cport committee on the subject 

had then met in ？orto iiico in Tho study group had hold its second session 

in Paris in 1954 cuad had studied the principles of classification and criteria for 

identification of the snail vectors and. had concluded that more, research was required• 

It was accordingly proposed to convene a small 乙roup of specialists in malacology in 

195è>. The classification of snails iras very importent ior the control ox the 

disease, but being highly contro*vGrsial could not be referred to an expert coi'mviittee 

at the present stage« He ielt that the Expert Ooimíiittoê  which was to moot next 

in 1957^ would benefit greatly from the work of the study group# Indeed it г,таз a 

good e::aîaple of hov study groups and expert coranitiigps irorked together, 

xiie meetings of the Study Group on the ?s2rchobiolosical Development of the 

Oliild had Ъезп attended by a number of specialists in Tfidcly different fields» 

Huch important and variable material had been с olio cted, and it was hoped after the 
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fourth and final meeting of the serio ŝ  to be held in 1956, to publish a comprehensi� 

report covering all the discussions. The 二oard might be intorostod to loarn that 
¿ i • 

？rofesaor Julicji "¿vccleyj who had attondqd the third raeeting y had described the work 

being done as one of real cross-fortilizafeion "ràich.was of increasing importanco as 

specialization "became more intense « If members та.shed to peruse the draft reports 

of the three meetings already held he could ivake the necessary arrangements » 

He explained that a study group on international protection against salaria 

xjould be convened to examine a subject of limited scope, namely，to advise on 

methods that a country might folloir when it must protect itself against the 

introduction of insocticide-resistant strains of vector mosquitoes and of human 

malaria carriers. The results of thus discussion would be very useful to the S�perl 

Committee on l,a.laria and the Cor«imittee on International Quarantine, 

Professor PilRISOT said that tho Director-General had fully cleared up his 

objection to the manner in which the subject of biliiarziasis was being handled; an 

objection which had arisen because krmex 1 in the Dircctor-General1s report roade 

no mention of the existence of an e:qport cormaittroe. 

He was also glad to hear that the Board would tho following year receive a 

general report on tho discussions held c.t tho four noetings of the Study Group on 

the Psychobiological Development of the Child• 
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He had questioned the use of a study group to consider international protection 

against malaria because he had not realized that the scope of its agenda was to be 

limited. He now understood that the findings of that group would be reviewed by 

the expert committee as part of the general problem of malaria eradication. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL expressed his regret that the report should not have 

mentioned the Expert Committee on Bilharziasis, There was reference, howevery to it 

in document EB17/42 Add#l. 

The CHAIRM/Ш said that in the absence of further speakers the Board might defer 

consideration of the item until Professor Parisot had circulated his draft resolution. 

It was so agreed (see minutes of the nineteenth meeting, section 4). 

2. REPORTS OF EXPERT COMMITTEES: Item 2.11 of the Agenda (continued) 

Expert Conimittee on Trachomas Second Report (Documents EB17/7 and EB17/67) (continued 
from page 23) 

The CHAIRMA.N drew the attention of the Board to the draft resolution proposed 

by Dr JAFAR reading : 

The Executive Board 

NOTES the second report of the Expert Committee on Trachoma； 

2. THANKS 七he members of the Committee for their workj 

3- AUTHORIZES the publication of the report； and furthermore 

REQUESTS the Direct or -General to prepare from time to time for the 
Executive Board documentation on the latest developments in the research and 
control activities in trachoma, with particular reference to the possible 
development of resistance to antibiotics or other therapeutic agents. 

Decision: The draft resolution was adopted (see resolution EB17i»R14), 



Expert CoMriittee on Professional and Technical Education: Third Report 
(Document EB17/15) (continued from the second meeting) 

Decision: The Board adopted a draft resolution rioting the third report of the 
Expert Committee on Professional and Technical Education, thanking the members 
of the Board for their work and authorizing publication of the report (see 
resolution EB17.R15). 

Expert Committee on Environmental Sanitation: Fourth Report (Documents EB17/9 and Add. 

Dr SUTTER^ Assistant Director-General, Department of Advisory Services, said 

that the terras of reference of the Expert Committee were to consider food hygiene 

as a factor in environmental sanitation and to consider the role of WHO in the field 

of food hygiene• 

The Board would note from the report that the Expert Committee had established 

some definitions and had then sought to formulate certain general principles 

applicable to the control of foods commonly known to have carried disease. It had 

also discussed problems peculiar to various areas in maintaining sanitary food 

handling procedures^ and technical and administrative procedures for improving 

conditions^ particularly in under-developed countries. It had emphasized the 

importance of health education and of enlisting the support of the public, also recog-

nizing the need for legislation without which inspection could not be carried out. 

It had insisted on the need for specially trained persons for any comprehensive and 

co-ordinated programme. 

Professor PARISОТ said that although the report would no doubt be considered 

also in conjunction with item 2o10 of the Agenda, he wished to comment on some points 

of special importance. Close attention must be given to the danger of pesticides 

1 To be published in the Technical Report Series 
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which if improperly used could constitute a serious danger to man. The insecticides 

with which citrus fruits,for example, were being sprayed sometimes developed resistance 

in the insects and the doses were being increased by farmers # Clearly research 

should be co-ordinated at the international level, and he entirely agreed with the 

Expert Committee about the need for a study group on toxicology in which health 

workers should be represented, since toxicologists would not have any special knowledge 

of the threat to public health from the various substances which were now being used 

in agriculture. 

It was also important for an international body to consider ways and means of 

preventing any harm being done to human beings through food sterilization by 

radiation, a method which had already been used experimentally, The practice of 

using streptomycin to increase milk yields and the weight of pigs was also disturbing 

because it might, particularly in the case of children, develop resistance to those 

drugs, which if used medicinally later might then be less effective# It was the duty 

of WHO to awaken health administrations to such dangers so that the necessary 

preventive action could be taken in defiance of the commercial and agricultural 

interests involved. It was a case where modern techniques in agriculture had to be 

met by progress in the health field. 

The meeting rose at 12.35 p.m. 
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1. REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL ON THE USE OF STUDY GROUPS AND EXPERT 
COMMITTEES: Item 2Л鉢 of the Agenda fOfficial Records No. 6l 
paragraph 21.3： Documents ЕВ17Д2 and Add.l and Add.l Corr.l, 
EB17/68 and Corr.l) (continued). 

Dr JAFAR thanked the Director-General for the account he had given at the 

previous meeting of past discussions and decisions regarding the use of expert 

committees. He believed himself that the expert committees‘ reports were useful 

to those responsible for drawing up national health programmes^ and he would 

like to ask what benefit WHO had derived from them. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL replied that in actual practice those reports had been 

of great use to WHO when deciding its policy and drawing up its programmes； but 

he should perhaps make it clear that WHO had no legal obligation to use them for 

that purpose, 

Dr JAFAR wished to put forward a suggestion he had made on a previous 

occasion: that one of the members of each expert committeeáxuld be a public-

health administrator• Specialists in a narrow medical field were apt to forget 

general public-health requirements and to think that their own field was the 

only one which mattered4 Governments could not possibly afford to put into 

practice all the recommendations made by experts in each medical field. The 

public-health administrator would serve to remind expert committees of the 

requirements in other branches of public health, and of the fact that WHO was 

committed to developing a balanced public-health programme• He would like to 

hear other members ' views on the subject^ and he hoped that the Director-General 

would bear his suggestion in mind. 



Dr SIRI wholeheartedly supported Dr Jafar1 s suggestion. Ail health problems 

were connected, and there was a danger of expert committees1 making unilateral 

recommendations which would not be in accordance with general public-health 

requirements. In drafting their reports^ the expert committees should take 

the general requirements of the Organization into account, 

Dr RODRIGUEZ said that, as a member of one of the WHO panels, he heartily 

agreed with the suggestion made by Dr Jafar, because it was a fact that many of 

the technical bodies established by WHO were composed almost entirely of 

specialists in narrow fields who were not conversant with general public-health 

requirements• The deliberations of the panel on which he had served would 

undoubtedly have been more valuable if a public -health administrator had been 

present in the latter part of the session when the panel was drafting its 

conclusions,- however, his help would scarcely have been needed during the first 

part of the session. 

He would welcome information as to who initiated action, after an expert 

committee had held one session, for convening subsequent sessions : what was the 

procedure then followed? who fixed the dates of the second and subsequent 

sessions of expert committees? and what were the criteria for deciding whether 

such sessions should be held? 

Dr ANWAR said he merely wished to elaborate what had been said by previous 

speakers. As a public-health administrator^ responsible for drawing up general 

public-health plans, he might wish to obtain guidance for drawing up those plans 



from the reports of the expert committees； but in studying those reports，he found 

that they appeared to have been written for the benefit of technicians concerned 

with the narrow fields studied by the experts, and that they contained no 

suggestions regarding the integration of the measures they recommended into the 

general health programme, or their co-ordination with measures taken in other 

fields. While supporting Dr Jafar«s suggestion^ he emphasized that he thought 

it should be left to the Director -General to put the suggestion into practice in 

whatever way he thought best. 

Dr BRADY said that he did not entirely share the fears which had just been 

expressed• The presence of a public-health administrator would be of little 

use for example to the Expert Committee on Insecticides when it discussed 

spraying equipment, the Expert Committee on Drugs Liablè to Produce Addiction； 

or the Expert Committee on Biological Standar d i z at i on• It should not be 

forgotten that the Executive Board and the World Health Assembly had opportunity 

to study the reports of the expert committees and decide which of the 

recommendations they would take into account • Although he agreed that the 

presence of a public-health administrator might be useful to some expert 

committees, he was opposed to the Board laying down that there should be a 

public-health administrator on every one, 

Dr MONTALVAN CORNEJO thought that the reports of the expert committees showed 

that they had co-operated in helping to carry out WHO1 s general programme； their 

work was most important} since the promotion of health services throughout the 



world was one of WHOîs most important functions, and the reports gave valuable 

guidance to government health services� 

Expert committees had been criticized because they specialized； but the 

results of such specialization were very useful to the public-health administrators 

responsible for drawing up general health plans, one of whose functions it was 

to adapt the recommendations of specialists to the general health needs of their 

country. He therefore understood the point of view expressed by Dr Brady. 

Recommendations concerning the integration of the expert committeesf 

recommendations in general health programmes would be useful, and in some cases 

it might he wise to arrange for a public-health administrator to serve on an 

expert committee； but the Executive Board should not make a rule that there 

must be a public-health administrator on every expert coirmiitteê  

Dr JAFAR， referring to Dr Brady's remarks concerning the Expert Committee 

on Insecticides, said that that very committee had spent considerable time discussing 

the design of a pump - it might not have done had one of its members been a 

public-health maru 

Professor JETTMAE said that he did not think it would matter if the 

recommendations of the expert committees did not exactly correspond to conditions 

in every country； as a previous speaker had said, it was one of the functions 

of the public-health administrator to decide which, of the recommendations made 

by experts should be put into practice• But he did see a danger in laying 

down that public-health administrators should always participate in the work of 
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the expert committeesj that might result in the reports becoming less valuable, and 

he was opposed to such a step, 

Dr VARGAS-MENDEZ said that one point had not yet been mentioned: the reports 

of expert committees неге useful to national public-health officials, since they 

provided them with information about recent developments which they could not other-

wise obtain unless they made special inquiries, which it was often difficult for them 

to do. 

The committeesJ reports also served, 1л some cases, to guide public-health officials 

in the choice of the different products, e.g.. insecticides, offered by commercial firms, 

and by enabling them to make a wise choice^ helped to ensure that available funds were 

put to the best use» 

He agreed with Dr Brady that although the presence of a public-health administrator 

would in some cases be useful to an expert committee^ it was not always necessary. 

Naturally it was the task of the public-health official to select for adoption only 

those of the recommendations made by expert committees which were suited to his 

country^ if public-health officials realized, as he believed all members of the 

Board did, that that was one of their most important functions, there would b© 

no danger in the expert committees1 continuing to make recommendations which 

were applicable in some countries, but not in others• 



Dr SIRI said he would first like to make it clear that he had great respect for 

the vay in vhich the Secretariat of WHO carried out its valuable "work; he did not wish 

to throw any doubts on the effectiveness of its vork. Having said that, he would like 

to stress the need that the technical work of WHO should correspond to the Organization's 

general policy. 

Each member of the Board came from a different country, some from countries where 

health services had reached a high stage of development, others from countries where 

health problems vere more pressing and complicated. The former group had spoken on 

the assumption that the public-health officials concerned were conversant with the 

problems to vhich the expert committees1 reports related* But in a great many countries 

public-health services were not directed by people vith expert technical knovledge. 

That was why he wished to support the suggestion made by Dr Jafar. While not laying 

dovn a definite rule, the Board could perhaps express the hope that the experts on the 

committees would be in contact vith those vho knew to what use their reports would Ъе 

put， particularly in the countries vhich had most need of such reports• 

Dr SUAEEZ said there appeared to be some contradiction botveen the views expressed 

at the present meeting and the statements made at the preceding meeting to the effect 

that the expert committees alone were responsible for their reports� 

The attempt to introduce the public-health point of view into those committees 

might in fact detract from their usefulness. Perhaps as a compromise, the reports 

could be studied by a committee of the Executive Board and its comments added 

without attempting to amend the text of the reports themselves. 



Professor PESONEN said that， bearing in mind regional differences in public^ 

health practice, if one public-health administrator vere added to the expert 

committee, there should rightly be publie-health administrators from different parts 

of the world• The Board might leave it to the Director-General to decide in 

each case whether one or more public-health administrators should be asked to 

serve on an expert committee» 

Dr LE EOUX said that although he had not agreed with some of the recommendations 

made by the expert committees, he had found their reports very useful. During 

the current discussion no one had found any great fault in those reports; they 

were very good, and he hoped they would continue to be published and that the 

Director-General would continue to have the right to constitute the expert 

committees as he thought best. 

Dr JAPAR was surprised at the statement which had beçn made 七о the effect 

that, if his suggestion vere put into practice, the reports of the expert 

committees might become less valuable. He had envisaged that any public-

health administrator participating in the expert committee1 s work would have 

technical knowledge of the subjects being studied. Most public-health 

administrators had medical qualifications, and many had laboratory experience• 

He believed that there was no public-health administrator^ deserving the name, 



in any country vho did not have to deal with experts with highly specialized 

knowledge in a particular field. Those experts often argued that there was 

only one course which could be followed, but vhen the pub lie-health administrator 

pointed out that it was not feasible to fellow that course； they would moderate 

their demands to the circumstances. In the same way a public-health administrator 

serving on an expert committee, as he had suggested, would be able to prevent 

the committee from recommending measures which were impracticable and so help 

to iron out difficulties on which the public-health administrator using the 

report might otherwise have to consult an expert at a later stage, 

Professor PARISOT said that Dr Jafar had raised a very interesting 

question, but he fully understood that there might be different opinions on 

the subject. He, himself, thought that the expert committees served two 

important purposes. Firstly, they provided the technicians concerned with 

health in each country with information they needed for their work. Of 

course^ since the stage of development reached varied from country to country, 

the national public-health administrators would select for implementation 

those recommendations which corresponded to the needs of their country. 

Secondly, the expert committees were useful in framing WHO'S general policy. 

They helped to fill in gaps where technical measures vere needed in the 

interests of health throughout the world. Therefore^ the Director-General 



should choose experts including possibly public-health administrators to serve 

on the expert committees as he thought fit. The vorkd of those committees 

should not, of course, conflict with the general policy of the Organization. 

But it seemed to him that the person who was most competent to prevent ail expert 

committee forgetting WHO* s general policy vas the Dire с tor -Genera 1 or his 

representative on the committee，who explained to the committee vhy it had been 

convened and the general direction its deliberations should take. The expert 

committees were such that they could furnish all that was required of them， 

with, if necessaryл the addition on occasion of a public-health officer, or 

the guidance of the Director-General1s representative, 

Dr RODRIGUEZ thought that the public-health administrator need not 

always be a member of the expert committee; sometimes it would be sufficient 

if he attended as an adviser. 

Dr AZUMA thought that expert committees should be permitted to discuss 

their specialized subjects without being expected to consider general public-

health requirements. The question under discussion could be settled by 

the Director-General and his staff, particularly by means of preparing a 

suitable agenda and documentation for each expert committee. 



Dr da SILVA TRAVASSOS agreed with Dr Brady. The presence of a public-health 

administrator might be useful in some expert committees. As Dr MontaIvan Cornejo and 

Dr Vargas-Méndez had pointed out, it was the national health administrators who should 

make the greatest use of the expert committees1 recommendations. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said he was grateful to the members of the Board for the 

comments they had made on the membership of expert committees. He always welcomed . 

such comments; without the guidance they gave him his task would be well-nigh 

impossible. He did not think that there was any problem； for he assumed that all 

members of the Board agreed that while sometimes one or more members of an expert 

committee should be a public-health administrator^ there were occasions on which the 

presence of a public-health administrator was- not needed. Moreover, the reports of 

the expert committees showed that in some cases public-health administrators had 

served on them: one of the members on the Expert Committee on Trachoma, for example, 

had been a public-health administrator. He acted on the belief that the type of 

expert needed on an expert committee depended on the nature of the work which the 

committee was expected to do. Of course, there was also the pi&oblem of how many 

experts should be asked to serve on the committee； he had to consider that 

problem every time an expert committee was set up, bearing in mind the need for 

adequate geographical distribution in its membership, as outlined in the 

Introduction to the Regulations.for Expert Advisory Panels and Committees. 
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In reply to the questions asked by Dr Rodriguez, he explained that WHO had 

laid down regulations for expert advisory panels and committees, which were set out 

on pages 79 to 88 of the Handbook of Basic Documents. The Secretariat initiated the 

measures necessary for the holding of another session of an expert committee； but 

it was the World Health Assembly which took the final decision as to whether there 

should be another such session； it did so when it approved the Director-General1 s 

proposed programme and budget estimates. 

It was laid down in the Regulations for Expert Advisory Panels and Committees 

that he or his representative should "prepare the draft agenda for each session and 

transmit it in reasonable time to the members of the committee, to the members of 

the Executive Board and to Members of the Organization" (Regulation 8.1); that he 

should select and appoint the members of the expert committees (Regulation 4.1); 

and that he was ex officio secretary of all those committees, although he might 

delegate those functions (Regulation 7-1)• 

The CHAIRMAN, noting that no formal proposal had been made regarding the 

matter, and that an account of the discussion would appear in the summary record, 

inquired whether Dr Jafar would be content if the Board took no decision on the 

suggestion he had made. 



Dr' JAFAR replied in the affirmative, saying that he had never intended to 

made a formal proposal regarding the matter. 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that the Board go on to discuss the use of study groups 

and expert committees. 

Dr S UTTER ̂  Assistant Director^eneral, Department of Advisory Services, said 

that the documents relating to the question of study groups were: EB17/42, Add.l 

and Add.l Corr.l, and EB17/68 and Corr.l, 

Document EB17/42 had been submitted in compliance with the request the Board 

had made at its fifteenth session that the Pirector-General submit a full report 

011 the use of study groups for consideration at the Boards seventeenth session. 

In sections 1.1 and 1.2 of thai, document were given the definitions of expert 

commitAeos and study groups put. forward at the Board's fifteenth session. In 

section 3 there was a short account of the nature of the twenty-three study groups 

which it had been agreed to set up； Annex I to the document gave a chronological 

list of those study groups. ®iey had not worked in isolation, but had helped to 

carry out part of VJHO#s general programme# Section 4 contained information regarding 

the publication of the study groups1 reports. 

Professor PARISOT said that it was natural for the- question of expert 

committees and study groups to be discussed repeatedly by the Board since the 
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Director-General would naturally wish to have guidance in establishing a rational 

policy. The purpose of his own communication (document EB17/68) was to indicate 

what the general lines of that policy should be. The paper contained the elements 

of a draft resolution which he could undertake to prepare for the consideration 

of the Board• 

Dr BRADY said that, although he had carefully studied the Director-General1 s 

report on the use of study groups and expert committees, he was still not entirely 

clear on the difference between them. It was stated on page 3 of document EB17/42 

that the whole process of convening expert committees and submitting their 

reports to the Board gave them an authoritative character； but judging from their 

reports he thought that that was equally true of study groups. Moreover, the . 

findings of both were published in the same series. He was certain that the 

medical profession was unaware of any difference in status between the two» 

He welcomed Professor Parisot1 s excellent paper and believed that he should 

be requested to prepare a draft resolution and- in doing so, to consider whether 

any of the regulations governing expert committees should also apply to study 

groups. 

Dr ANWAR asked why in certain exceptional cases reports of expert committees 

were not published. 



Dr Le ROUX favoured a draft resolution on the lines of the suggestions put 

forward by Professor Parisot!s paper. But in it the value of study groups to 

consider urgent problems should be brought out more explicitly. Proof of their 

value had been given the previous year when the Director-General had convened 

the Study Group on Poliomyelitis Vaccination. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL, replying to Dr Anwar, said that the reports of the 

Expert Committee on the Unification of Pharmacopoeias were not always published 

because the material was reproduced in the Pharmaoopoea Internationalis. 

With regard to publication policy in general, he said that by virtue of the 

provisions in paragraphs 1 and 2 of the Board1 s resolution EB9.H7^j the expert 

committee might in certain cases issue a report for publication only after two 

or more sessions. 

Turning to Professor Parisot1s paper he thought it provided useful guidance^ but 

was disturbed that Dr Brady should still be uncertain about the difference between 

study groups and expert cojnmittees. Dr Le Boux had mentioned a particularly 

striking example of a case where a study group,which was less formal in character, 

could be extremely useful• Indeed, the doubts expressed by some members of the. Board 

rather worried him, as study groups had been used since 19钵8 and a very considerable 

experience of their operation had been gained； he was therefore anxious to 
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ascertain precisely the Board1 s doubts and views on the question. As Director-General 

he would be greatly handicapped if he were to be precluded from convening study 

groups. It was his responsibility to ensure that they in no way harmed the work 

of the Organization. 

Regarding the financial aspect^ he said that tbere was little flexibility in the 

appropriation for expert committees, although it was true that he could always ask 

the authorization of the Executive Board for a transfer. Perhaps the Board might 

wish to consider transposing the appropriations for expert committees to the 

chapter for Central Technical Services or Advisory Services as appropriate. He 

would then not have any financial difficulties in the event of having to convene study-

groups at short notice. 

Dr BRADY said that for him the question was whether the Director-General should 

convene bodies similar to expert committees but not subject to regulations approved 

by the Health Assembly. He appreciated the force of the Director-General1 s 

insistence upon the need for flexibility, but maintained that Professor Parisot, in 

drafting a resolution^ should see whether any of those regulations in fact applied 

to study groups. The proposed draft resolution might then serve to elucidate the 

precise functions of study groups• 

Professor PARISOT undertook to prepare a draft resolution in which he would 

seek to take into account the views expressed by members of the Board. He hoped 

to be able to count on the assistance of the Secretariat in examining whether any of 

the regulations governing expert committees applied to study groups. 



In order that the Director-General should not be forced to seek the Board is 

approval each time he wished to convene a study group, he irould not insist on his 

suggestion concerning the relevant appropriations« 

Taking up some of the questions raised in section 7 of his paper he asked 

irhother it mipht not have been preferable to have convened two sessions of an 

езфегЬ committee on bilharziasis^ to be followed by a study group on malacological 

questions. He agreed that it was logical for trachoma, cholera, plague and typhus 

to have been first dealt uxth in joint OIíIP/vJHO study groups and then to be referred 

to expert committees# Similarly, it xras appropriate to have convened Study Groups 

on Endemic Goitre, Leptospirosis and ？ilariasis because of the uncertainty existing 

in those fields# The same was true of the Study Group on Poliomyelitis Vaccination^ 

On the other hand he uas unable to see why it had been found necessary to convene 

four meetings of a Study Group on the Psychobiological Development of the Child, the 

results of whose deliberations had not Ъеэп submitted to the Board for consideration^ 

Kor had the Board been informed of future projects on that subjects He agreed, 

howeverд that for the time being it ims preferable for the toxicology of pesticides 

to man to be examined by a study group^ since the subject had both economic and 

commercial implications• 
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yinall:�he asked why the training of medical practioners in preventive 

medicine and international protection against malaria should have been referred to 

study groups, "which by definition were supposed to doal i-rith highly specialized 

subjects^ since both questions were of vast scope and could wore appropriately be 

discussed by an e:q̂ ert committeef 

The DiriLjGTOR-GIiïjĴ Xiy thanking Professor Parisot for his valuable comments, 

е:ф laine d that the problem of billiarziasis had first bo en examined in a joint OIII?/ 

№10 study group, which had met at Cairo in 1949• An expert committee on the subject 

had then met in Portó itico in 1952* The study group had held its second session 

in Paris in 1954 and had 'studied the principles of classification and criteria for 

identification of the snail vectors and had concluded that more research was required» 

It was accordingly proposed to convene a small group of specialists in malacology in 

1956't The classification of snails was very important for the control of the 

diseaseд but being highly controversial could not be referred, to an e:rpert committee 

at the present stage. He felt that the Expert Committee, which was to meet next 

in 1957，^xouid benefit greatly from the work of the study group* Indeed it was a 

good example of hoir study groups and expert coFjnittocs uorked together. 

The meetings of the Study Group on the ？s^chobiological Development of the 

Child had be-зп attended by a nvinbor of specialists in iridely different fields, 

Kuch jjnportant and valuable material had been colle cted^ and it was hoped after the 
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fourth and final meeting of the series，to be held in 1956，to publish a comprehensive 

report covering all the diseussions• The, 2oard might be interested to learn that 

Professor Julian Hurley, who had attended the. third meeting^ had described the uork 

being done as one of real cross-fortilization nhich was of increasing jjnportanco as 

specialization "became more intense. If members wished to peruse the draft reports 

of the three meetings already held he could make the necessary arrangements， 

He explained that a study group on international protection against malaria 

would be convened to examine a subject of limited scope，namely, to advise on 

methods that a country might follow when it raust protect itself against the 

introduction of insecticide-resistant strains of vector mosquitoes and of Iruman 

malaria carriers, Tho results of this discussion would be very useful to the Sxpert 

Committee on Ilalaria and the Goramittee on International Quarantine » 

Professor PARISOT said that the Director-General had fully cleared up his 

objection to the manner in which the subject of bilharziasis was being handled; an 

objection which had arisen because Jknxieiz 1 in the úiroctor-General1 s report niade 

no mention of the existence of an ezzpert comituee. 

He was also glad to hear that the Board would the following year receive a 

general report on the discussions held at the four meetings of the Study Group on 

the Psjrchobiological Development of the ChilcU 



He had questioned the use of a study group to consider international protection 

against malaria because he had not realized that the scope of its agenda was to be 

limited. He now understood that the findings of that group would be reviewed by 

the expert committee as part of the general problem of malaria eradication• 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL expressed his regret that the report should not have 

mentioned the Expert Committee on Bilharziasis• There was reference^ however, to it 

in document EB17/42 Add.l. 

The CHAIRMAN said that in the absence of further speakers the Board might defer 

consideration of the item until Professor Parisct had circulated his draft resolution. 

It was so agreed, 

2. REPORTS OP EXPERT COMMITTEES2 Item 2.1Д of the Agenda (continued) 

Expert Committee on Trachoma; Second Report (Documents EB17/7 and EB17/67) (continued) 

The CHAIRMAN drew the attention of the Board to the draft resolution proposed 

by Dr JAFAR reading: 

The Executive board 

1. NOTES the second report of the Expert Committee on Trachoma; 

2. THANKS the members of the Committee for their work; 

AUTHORIZES the publication of the report j and furthermore 

REQUESTS the Director-General to prepare from time to time for the 
Executive Board documentation on the latest developments in the research and 
control activities in trachoma, with particular reference to the possible 
development of resistance to antibiotics or other therapeutic agents # 

Decision； The draft resolution was adoptedл 



Expert Committee on Professional and Technical Education: Third Report 
(Document EB17/15) (continued) 

Décision： The Board adopted a draft resolution noting the third report of the 
Expert Committee on Professional and Technical Education, thanking the members 
of the Board for their work and authorizing publication of the report # 

Expert Committee on Environmental Sanitation: Fourth Report (Document EB17/9 and Add.l) 

Dr SUTTER, Assistant Director-General, Department of Advisory Services^ said 

that the terms of reference of the Expert Committee were to consider food, hygiene 

as a factor in environmental sanitation and to consider the role of WHO in the field 

of food hygiene. 

The Board would note from the report that the Expert Committee had established 

some definitions and had then sought to formulate certain general principles 

applicable to the control of foods commonly known to have carried disease. It had 

also discussed problems peculiar to various areas in maintaining sanitary food . 

handling procedures, and technical and administrative procedures for improving 

conditions, particularly in under-developed countries, It had emphasized the 

importance of health education and of enlisting the support of the public, also recog-

nizing the need for legislation without which inspection could not be carried out. 

It had insisted on the need for specially trained persons for any comprehensive and 

co-ordinated programme e 

Professor PARISOT said that although the report would no doubt be considered 

also in conj?;.!nction with item 2�10 of the Agenda, he wished to comment on some points 

of special importance. Close attention must be given to the danger of pesticides 



which if improperly used could constitute a serious danger to man. The insecticides 

with which citrus fruits for example were being sprayed sometimes developed resistance 

in the insects and the doses were being increased by farmers. Clearly research 

should be co-ordinated at the international level, and he entirely agreed with the 

Expert Committee about the need for a study group on toxicology in which health 

workers should be represented,, since toxicologists would not have any special knowledge 

of the threat to public health from the various substances which were now being used 

in agriculture. 

It was also important for an international body to consider ways and means of 

preventing any harm being done to human beings through food sterilization by 

radiation, a method which had already been used experimentally# The practice of 

using streptomycin to increase milk yieMs and the weight of pigs was also disturbing 

because it might, particularly in the case of children, develop resistance to those 

drugs, which if used medicinally later might then be less effective. It was the duty 

of WHO to awaken health administrations to such dangers so that the necëssary 

preventive action could be taken in defiance of the commercial and agricultural 

interests involved. It was a case where modern techniques in agriculture had to be 

met by progress in the health field. 

The meeting rose at 12>35 P.m. 


